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The aim of the proficiency badge
is to encourage self-education on the part of a boy

in a subject which interests him.
Lord Baden-Powell, 1916
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INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS

WHAT IS ELECTRONICS?

Electronics may be loosely defined as the study of electricity applied to

devices that modify or amplify electric signals.  Hidden in that definition are

several key points:

a. Electricity is assumed to be involved;

b. Information in the form of signals or “intelligence” is present;

c. The signals are changed in some way through “processing”.

This definition is just a useful tool for categorizing or subdividing the

electrical arts.  For our purposes, the most important point is that Electronics

is an application of Electrical principals.  It includes such wide-ranging

applications as radio, televison, computers, and digital photography (to name

just a few areas).  It’s a vast field and it’s important to modern life.

WHY BOTHER?

Electronics is a fascinating application of scientific knowledge to human

endeavors.  Although its principles are specialized, they are built on a

foundation of physics, mathematics, and chemistry and there is a great deal of

satisfaction to be gained from mastering the basic knowledge.  Further,

working with Electronic Technology can be a gateway to developing manual

dexterity and problem-solving techniques that will be useful in many different

activities and endeavors.  During both World Wars, the ranks of amateur

electronic hobbyists provided a much-needed and valuable pool of scientists

and technicians for the “war effort”.  The discoveries and advances made by

these men (and women) stimulated the transition of economies from industrial

to technical production, ignited space exploration, and fueled the computer

“revolution”.



Contact Lenses are a danger in any environment where tools are in use or1

vapors and liquids are present.  Some lenses are permeable to certain gasses
and if liquids are splashed in your eye they may be drawn between the contact
lens and the lens of your eye making it difficult to flush away.  The contact lens
will also impede aid in the event that you need to flush the eye or if a chip or
particle gets in the eye.  If you must wear contact lenses while performing
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THE TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Electronics is based on the fundamental idea of an Electric Circuit: That

an Electric Current flows through a closed conductive path (an Electric

Circuit)  if there exists a Potential Difference between two points in that

circuit.  Put another way, this means that a light bulb illuminates when you

connect it to a battery with wires.  Adding control devices to the circuit and

other controlling circuits permits you to create a Network that “does

something”.  A distinguishing feature of Electronics is that the Electric

Currents involved may be Direct (with fixed Positive or Negative Polarity, as

from a Battery) or Alternating (in which the Polarity changes over time)

What “gets done” depends on how the Network is connected and in this

sense an Electronic Device is like a machine that does with electrons and

signals what a mechanical device accomplishes with levers, springs, and pivots.

THE TOOLS OF ELECTRONICS

The basic tools of electronics begin with simple hand-tools, but also

include some specific Electronic Instruments.

# Screwdrivers (Regular, Phillips, and Speciality)

# Needle-Nose Pliers, Combination Pliers, Diagonal Cutters, Wire

Strippers

# Hammer and Punch

# Drill and Bits

# Safety Glasses or good eyeglasses, contact lenses should be

avoided1



technical or craft work a good pair of safety glasses is mandatory.

To put things in perspective: Electronic Assembly Lines often use2

machines with pots or trays of molten solder.  The greater the area of molten
metal the more fumes that are vented.  A drop of solder exposes much less
surface to the air.  Your fingers will, however, pick up particles of metal oxides
and flux when you handle solder and electronic components.  These should be
scrubbed from your hands before eating, using the toilet, or rubbing your eyes.
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# Soldering Iron and Solder

# Multimeter

To this list any of dozens of speciality items might be added, but a great deal

can be done with these basic tools.

SOLDERING

A useful skill for any experimenter working with Electricity or

Electronics is Soldering.  This is a manual skill that uses a Soldering Iron and

Solder (an alloy that melts at a relatively low-temperature) as well as a Flux

(or cleansing agent) to join metals.  Soldering is a skill acquired through

practice and comes easily provided a few simple rules are followed and the

metals involved are clean.

BBBBEFORE GOING FURTHEREFORE GOING FURTHEREFORE GOING FURTHEREFORE GOING FURTHER :::: Soldering involves high temperatures and

melted metals.  You can burn yourself badly or start a fire.  Be careful.  Most

solder contains lead and this has been presented as a health and

environmental hazard.  In large-scale industrial applications this may be a

genuine concern, but in the applications we discuss here a burn from the hot

iron is probably a greater concern.   Be careful, wash after soldering, don’t eat2

while you are working, and make sure that the workroom is ventilated — these

are all good and safe work practices.

Electronic Work requires a “pencil” type iron.  One of thirty watts or

less should be sufficient — any more power is apt to cook electronic
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components or lift the traces off a Circuit Board.  The iron gets very hot, so a

stand to hold the hot iron and a sponge moistened with clean water for wiping

the iron tip are also useful.  Soldering is best learned through practice on bits

of wire and such.  You begin by making sure that all parts are clean and bright

(free of oxide or dirt) and make a good mechanical connection between the

parts to be joined.  The iron is heated and a thin layer of solder melted on the

tip of the iron.  This “wetting” is important because the key to soldering is to

quickly transfer the heat from the iron to the joint and then to use the heated

joint to melt the solder.  If the joint is hot enough, the solder will flow in

through capillary action.

When the joint cools it should be shiny and bright.  A dull or grey joint

indicates a “cold joint” —  that things were not hot enough and the joint is

bad.  You will have to reheat and redo the joint.  If you learn to solder, you

will also learn to de-solder — an necessary skill for repairing mistakes and

replacing bad parts.

Most solders designed for electronic work have a flux core.  A flux is a

chemical that helps to “clean” the joint when it is heated and it promotes a

good solder bond.  When you heat this solder, there will be a bit of smoke, but

this is normal.  

AAAA  WORD OF CAUTION WORD OF CAUTION WORD OF CAUTION WORD OF CAUTION :::: Always use Solders and Fluxes designed for

Electrical or Electronics applications.  Plumbers’ and Jewelers’ Solders and

Fluxes often contain chemicals that are destructive to Electrical Connections!

A hint here might be appropriate: Projects involving Integrated Circuits

(ICs) may benefit from soldering an IC Socket in place of the IC and inserting

the IC “Chip” into the Socket.  This approach avoids the possibility of

damaging the IC while soldering it in place and it makes it easier to replace the

IC in the event that it is defective.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS
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The “nuts and bolts” of Electronic Devices are variations on several

basic components.

# Conductors (Wires, Circuit Board Traces)

# Devices that control the flow of an Electric Current (Switches and

Relays)

# Devices that restrict the flow of an Electric Current (Fixed and

Variable Resistors)

# Inductive and Capacitive Devices (Fixed and Variable Inductors,

Capacitors, and Transformers)

# Active Control Devices (Diodes, Transistors, Photoelectric

Devices, and Vacuum Tubes)

# Combination Devices (Integrated Circuits) that combine a

selection of these devices into a single (typically small) package

# Transducers (Microphones, Speakers, and similar devices) that

convert between Mechanical and Electrical Energy

# Batteries or Power Supples to provide a source of Electromotive

Force

By combining these components we can create circuits that are capable

of transforming an Input Signal into one or more Output Signals.  The

transformation can be an Amplification (increase or strengthening) of the

Input or a Modulation (adding or removing information).  A complete

Electronic Circuit (or device) might consist of several circuit Building Blocks

connected together and possibly feeding each other where each circuit

performs a distinct function.

ELECTRICAL SHORTHAND

To simplify the task of drawing Electronic Circuits we use a series of

Conventional Symbols to create Schematic Diagrams.  A Schematic makes no

attempt to show what the finished Circuit looks like; rather, it shows the

devices used and how they are connected together.  The relation between a

Schematic Diagram and the Circuit it Represents  is very much like the
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relation between a map and the land it represents or a blueprint and the

finished structure it describes.

REAL DEVICES — AN EXAMPLE

The idea of Building Blocks is fundamental to understanding Electronics and

it is the key to making sense out of how something like a Television or Radio

works and it is the key to creating a new device.  To give an example: Radio

Receivers work because “programs” are transmitted in the form or

Electromagnetic Waves.  A Radio Receiver processes these Electromagnetic

Waves, strips the Carrier portion off and converts the “program” Information

into audio signals.  It does this in several stages:

First the Electromagnetic Waves are received in the “Front End” of the

Receiver.  An Antenna and Ground system convert the

Electromagnetic Waves into a very small Electric Current.   This

Electric Current is then Pre-Amplified to a usable level and

processed by Tuning Circuits that select the desired “station”

from among the many that the Antenna/Ground System “pick up”.

The selected signal is then de-modulated in a Detector that removes and

discards the Radio Frequency Carrier while preserving the

“program content” — the music or talk you wish to hear.

Finally, the “program content” is amplified to a usable level and

converted to audio using a speaker or similar transducer.

That is the bare picture of how a radio works.  More sophisticated Radio

Receivers might have additional stages to allow you to select between different

Wave Bands (AM/FM/TV) or Modulation Types (AM/FM) as well as controls to

improve the audio (BASS/TREBLE).  Other Electronic Devices can be

similarly broken down into Functional Stages and understood in the same

manner.



For the record: The author often shops at Unicorn Electronics.  Unicorn also3

provides printing for the Newsletter of a Radio Club that the author edits.  Neither
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HOBBY AND PROFESSION

The Electronics Merit Badge can be the gateway to a rewarding hobby

or a fascinating career.  Besides the satisfaction of “building things” and

learning how Electronics is used in everyday life, there are many other

branches of the hobby.

A particular branch which offers many opportunities for Public Service

is Amateur Radio.  Far from being dead in the world of Internet and

Cellphone, Amateur (or Ham) Radio is alive and well.  The number of Hams

may not be as great as it was in the 1950s and 60s, but there are still many

enthusiastic operators who find reward in technical experimentation,

communications technology, and emergency/public service activities.  An

Amateur License is not difficult to obtain and is available in several grades

from the entry Technician Class to the General and Extra Classes.  Each grade

has its own Technical Examination and offers increased privileges.  For more

information on Ham Radio, please see the Website of the American Radio

Relay League <<http://www.arrl.org/>>

PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

Someone interested in learning about Electronics and in building

something that works can explore several avenues.  The Tradition in Ham

circles is to find an experienced Mentor (an “Elmer”) to guide the beginner

through the thicket of knowledge.  Books and Websites are also available and

the Reference Section of these notes has further details.  In selecting a kit or a

project, features and complexity must be balanced against the skill of the

constructor and the tools available.  A  sophisticated project might prove too

frustrating for a beginner unless he or she was paired with an experienced

mentor.  In the experience of this author, here are several concrete

suggestions.3



of these facts affects his evaluation.  Likewise, Ten-Tec is recommended
because the author has built some of their kits and can state that they are
satisfactory from personal experience.  There are other kits and other
possibilities, but I do not offer an opinion on what I have not used.
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For materials and Projects, Unicorn Electronics in Johnson City, NY is

one of the very few retail electronics suppliers in our immediate area.  Unicorn

sells parts and tools and also has a range of kits for the Electronics Amateur or

Hobbyist.  The Vellman Kits for Audio Amplifiers and Oscillators are fairly

simple and work well.  They do not come with cases or “extra parts”, but the

instructions are clear and the Circuit Boards well-made.  Unicorn can be

found on the Web at <<http://www.unicornelex.com/>> or you can visit

them at 1 Valley Plaza in Johnson City, NY (phone 607-798-9454).

For the beginner, Ten-Tec, Inc. has several kits that are worth looking

at.  Reference to their Receiver Kits <<http://radio.tentec.com/kits/

Receiver>> page shows several possibilities:

# The Model 1054 4-Band Shortwave Receiver is an excellent first

kit.  It combines a clean design with simple parts layout and the

price is not excessive.  This author has used this kit personally

and in running a “Basic Construction” class and he does not

hesitate to recommend the 1054 as a “first project”.

# The Model 1253 Receiver is another possibility.  While more than

double the price of the Model 1054, it has additional features and

includes case, knobs, and speaker.  It is, however, a more complex

kit and this must be taken into consideration.  Several of the

author’s friends have built this kit or worked with it and although

it did offer challenges, the receivers worked. 

RESOURCES

Bookstores and Libraries stock many books on Radio and Electronics

and several pages worth could be inserted here.  I will confine myself to a few
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titles that I have found helpful or interesting.

For a good general introduction to the subject it is hard to beat There

Are No Electrons: Electronics for Earthlings by Ken Amdahl.  Written with

humor and accuracy this book covers the basics of Electricity and Electronics

and it will make you smile and think.  It may not make you an Electrical

Engineer, but it will give you the background to tackle more advanced texts. 

It’s a fun read.

Tab Electronics publishes an “Evil Genius” series that could be

considered a step beyond the “For Dummies” series.  22 Radio and

Electronics Projects for the Evil Genius by Tom Petruzzellis begins with an

overview of Tools and Techniques and proceeds through the basics of

Electronics before presenting a series of projects of varying degrees of

complexity.  This is a good reference for beginners and the projects are

suitable for someone who does not want to just assemble a kit.  Since some of

the designs are based on published kits, this can also be a helpful reference for

someone who wants to learn more or go beyond the instruction manuals.

Those who want to sample the Amateur Radio Route might consider

Now You’re Talking: All You Need to Get Your First Amateur Radio License

(published by the American Radio Relay League).  A combination of Theory

and Practice for all the material on the Technician (entry level) Class Amateur

Radio Exam the book concludes with the Question/Answer pool for the

current examination structure (so make sure you get the current edition). 

Those who don’t plan to get a Ham License will still find this a clear and well-

written reference.

If you feel bitten by the Short Wave Bug and you want to learn more

about the stations on the World Bands check out Passport to World Band

Radio (Lawrence Magine & Tony Jones).  This yearly issue is primarily a

review of current Shortwave Receivers of various classes and a listing of Times

and Frequencies when various countries are “on the air”.  Although there are

some short technical sections in Passport to World Band Radio, this is

primarily a listener’s and equipment buyer’s guide.
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Used Bookstores also have a wealth of technical books.  Among the best

are the older installments of the annual ARRL Radio Amateurs’ Handbook. 

Each issue contains a combination of theory and projects and the editions

before 1980 tend to be more down-to-earth and practical for the beginner. 

Another valuable resource is the Radio Handbook which is a less theoretical

and more practical version originally published by Radio Magazine.

The World Wide Web has many online resources.  As always, approach the

Web with caution — some “experts” are not and it is possible to find

information that is wrong or downright dangerous.

# The American Radio Relay League is the National Organization of

Radio Amateurs.  Their Website at <<http://www.arrl.org/>>

has a wealth of technical information and suggestions for projects

and ideas.  

# One of the more sophisticated sites is the Educator’s Corner at

Agilent Technologies <<http://www.home.agilent.com/agilent/

industry.jspx?nid=-34945.0.00&cc=US&lc=eng>>.  Although

much of the material is well beyond the beginner, there are links

and presentations that work at a basic level and the site is worth

exploring.

# For many years a Crystal Set (a radio receiver that has no

batteries or power source) was the “first” Radio Project and

Crystal Radios are still viable units capable of receiving programs

from across the globe.  The Crystal Set Society <<http://www.

midnightscience.com/>> is dedicated to keeping this aspect of

radio alive and their Website has information and references that

are valuable to all Electronics Beginners.

# Soldering, Components, and general advice may be found at

<<http://www.kpsec.freeuk.com/solder.htm>> while a nice

reprint of the Cooper Tools/Weller Guide may be found at

<<http://www.elexp.com/t_solder.htm>>.  Everyday Practical

Electronics (a hobby magazine from the UK also available in the
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US) has a nice tutorial at <<http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/

solderfaq.htm>>.

# It would be a shame to ignore Make Magazine a somewhat pricy,

but always interesting quarterly (their Website is <<http://

www.makezine.com/>>).  Although Make sometimes strays into

the “don’t try this at home” area, their magazine and Website will

open your eyes to just what an amateur can do knowledge and

effort.

# Out in Ohio Lindsay Books <<http://www.lindsaybks.com/>>

republishes books on old technology and also carries newer books

for experimenters and such.  Some of Lindsay’s stuff can be

frighteningly dangerous, but their books on Radio and Electronics

are well worth checking out.  Since “Lindsay” would rather make

something from scratch then buy it off the shelf, their books are

an education in themselves.


